THE VERB “TO BE” AND CAPITALIZATION AND PUNCTUATION

Part 1. Fill in each space using am, is, or are.

   My name _____ Ann Taylor. I _____ from Maryland. My hair _____ brown and my eyes _____ hazel.

Part 2. Rewrite the sentences. Use the correct capitalization and punctuation.

   Example: his doctor told him to stop smoking
   His doctor told him to stop smoking.

1. the man saw a dog on his way to work

   ____________________________________________________________

2. are you a new student

   ____________________________________________________________

3. i just won a million dollars

   ____________________________________________________________

Part 3. Correct the following the paragraph by adding punctuation and correcting the capitalization.

   Example: i am a student at Erie Community College

   my name is Mary Jones i am 35 years old i am average height and medium-built my hair is red, and my eyes are green i am from Ireland, but now i live in Buffalo